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FREE DELIVERY!*  for all orders over $200   *Exclusions apply.

8 MILLION POSSIBILITIES
WITH ABUS 83 SERIES PADLOCKS

3 x coining options  
12 x body colours 

5 x weather caps  
2 x key retaining 8 x body sizes

4 x body materials

6 x keyways

7 x shackle lengths
4 x shackle materials

4 x cylinder types

.

With over 8 million possibilities when configuring ABUS 83 Series padlocks, its no wonder why
so many locksmiths prefer ABUS. ABUS 83 Series has the most comprehensive range of body sizes,
body materials, shackle lengths, shackle materials, cylinder configurations, etching, embossing,
colour, weather covers and cylinder retaining options.

If you need a padlock that is tested to Australian Standard AS4145.4.2002 or SCEC approved the
ABUS 83 Series has all your options covered.
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Third-Generation Family Business Since 1926

TITLE
Description

SILCA UNiversal II Blades
Introducing a new range of Silca automotive blades. An extensive range
with over of 40 different profiles and expanding. Suits select remote flip
keys inclusive of the soon to be released Silca Universal II solution and the
KEYDIY range. Supplied in Silca parts packaging for easy hook display.

extensive
range!

SGTIW

Failed quality control
Low signal power

Poor durability
Programming errors

Wasted time risk

OEM Quality certified
OEM Signal power

OEM Reliability
Multi-Functional

Clonable or pre-programmable

GTI Wedge Chip

UNBRANDED SILCA GTI WEDGE

Performs just like the original 

vs.
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
FAVOURITES

Get the job done professionally, save time & money using BDS products. Scar
plates, blocker plates, wrap around plates, lock boxes, filler plates, extended
faceplates & more. Australian made BDS plates has what you need!

available for
download

a. BDSLB2            b. BDS09351163          c. BDS09351119          d. BDS09351191
e. BDS09351145    f. BDS09351115           g. BDSFS3000           h. BDSFS3572

a.

e.

c.

g.

b.

f.
d.

h.
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visit lsc.co.nz for the full range BDS security products and catalogue.

Catalogue 2020 

SECURITY PRODUCTS

Blocker PlatesBlocker Plate PackersInterlockersWrap Around PlatesAcrylic Packing PlatesExtended StrikersSpecialty StrikersMortice Lock to Entrance SetDress PlatesConcealed Fix Dress PlatesFiller PlatesEscutcheons & Elec. Strike Mounting BlocksMortice Lock Face PlatesRoller Door Dress PlatesLever Handle Mounting PlatesLock BoxesPull PlatesPadlock Collars & LanyardsDoor GuardsMiscellaneous ProductsBorg 2000 & 5000 Adapter Quantum 8000 Dress Plates

Catalogue 2020 
SECURITY PRODUCTS

Blocker Plates
Blocker Plate Packers

Interlockers
Wrap Around Plates

Acrylic Packing Plates

Extended Strikers

Specialty Strikers

Mortice Lock to Entrance Set

Dress Plates
Concealed Fix Dress Plates

Filler Plates
Escutcheons & Elec. Strike 

Mounting Blocks

Mortice Lock Face Plates

Roller Door Dress Plates

Lever Handle Mounting Plates

Lock Boxes
Pull Plates
Padlock Collars & Lanyards

Door Guards
Miscellaneous Products

Borg 2000 & 5000 Adapter 

Quantum 8000 Dress Plates

Mechanical security



PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

RIDOF® WATERLESS WIPES

Ridof® Waterless Wipes are a waterless, nontoxic, moisturising hand 
cleaning product. Everyone’s hands get dirty especially locksmiths & 
these have a multitude of uses. Great for service vans and workshop.

• No toxic solvents
• Waterless hand cleaning
• Amazing cleaning power
• Deep cleansing
• Fresh and moisturising
• Water saving /Eco Friendly WW40PACK, WW80PACK, WW336PACK

SALTO XS4 ONE ELECTRONIC LOCK

With no need to wire, the SALTO XS4 One electronic lock
combines convenience and easy installation with virtually
the same power and performance of a hardwired online point:

• Cover any type of door – including those with narrow frames
• Audit trails, battery and door status reporting
• Works with physical or digital credentials
• Compatible with SALTO SPACE (data on card) and SALTO KS 

(cloud-based) platforms
• Available with BioCote® antimicrobial coating

EB750U00NEBB6

EB750U00IMWB6

EB750U00PPBB6

• Safe & very convenient to use
• Cost effective
• Reduces workers down time
• Hundreds of uses
• Eliminates constant visits to 

the wash room

NON-SLIP WORKBENCH MAT  

• Silicon mat  
• 450 x 300mm 
• Ideal for soldering or other 

intricate tasks 
• Keep small components 

ordered and compartmentalised

5240552110  

Protects bench surfaces
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FREE DELIVERY!*  for all orders over $200   *Exclusions apply.

UNLOCK SMARTER WITH THE TOUGH NEW SALTO NEOXX ELECTRONIC PADLOCK
Packed with the latest keyless and mobile technology, the SALTO Neoxx Electronic Padlock looks great while 
offering a unique solution to perimeter and field access control. Robust and durable, it features IP66 water 
resistance and dust protection for harsh environments and extreme climates.  
The SALTO Neoxx is a padlock you can rely on for any type of application, and complements the most complete 
electronic locking platform on the market – from SALTO electronic locks and cylinders to online readers and 
locker locks.

Ideal for Utility Providers and Property Services
Securing access to power stations, telecommunications equipment and operational technology has never been 
so convenient. Whether it be a remote gate, or outdoor storage area, the SALTO Neoxx Padlock can handle any 
environment.

•   Ultimate Protection 
Made of hardened steel with a removable shackle model option, a 
special armoured case with double-layered structure guarantees 
protection from falls, shocks, and the harshest environment or usage. 

•  Technology & Design 
Incorporating the latest BLUEnet Wireless real-time technology, 
the SALTO Neoxx padlock allows customers to connect to their 
on-premise network via SALTO’s SVN technology or to the cloud 
with the SALTO KS cloud-hosted access management platform. 
Access rights of lost, stolen, or unreturned keys can be quickly and 
inexpensively removed from the system and/or digital keys can be 
issued immediately to the user’s mobile out in the field. 
 

•  Smart Key 
Easy-to-use and highly secure keyless technology provides instant 
and reliable access to any door. Combine the advantages of RFID 
(DESFire EV1 EV2, MIFARE, HID iCLASS Seos), BLE (Bluetooth 
Low Energy) and NFC technologies. End users can easily operate 
the padlock with their smart card or with their iPhones or Android 
phones, ending the hassles and expense of lost keys:

— Up-to-date access rights directly into the user’s smartphone 
— Dynamic user key management 
— Automatic key renewal and cancellation 
— User key instant cancellation 
— Update the lock’s denylist via a mobile phone

•  Long-Lasting Performance 
On just a standard set of batteries (4 x LR1), the SALTO Neoxx 
electronic padlock gives customers the power they need to 
maintain their installation. Low battery status capabilities monitor 
the electronic padlock battery levels to make more efficient access 
management, minimize lifecycle costs, and reduce maintenance 
costs.
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Third-Generation Family Business Since 1926Third-Generation Family Business Since 1926

UNLOCK SMARTER WITH THE TOUGH NEW SALTO NEOXX ELECTRONIC PADLOCK

To find out more, talk to your account manager today.

TESTED AND APPROVED
Attack resistance: Mechatronic certification EN16864:2018.
IP66 certification: Waterproof performance and high durability.
Tested against extreme temperatures: Including freezing 
conditions (-35ºC) and high heat (+65ºC).
 Tested up to 130,000 operations on a standard set of batteries 
(4 x LR1).
Certified according to CE, FCC, MIT, and IK09.
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easy to read large 
illuminated dials

great for low
light conditions

ideal protected  
storage for keys  

and other valuables

ECP Cam locks with key override
BORG mechanical digital Cam Lock with ECP (on door code change) now with key override! Featuring a smaller footprint 
keypad, making it easy to install on new or existing cabinets or cupboards. Perfect for rented lockers, staff lockers, 
cabinets, key cabinets, cupboards or joinery. Simple and easy to use, give your customers a keyless option and with the 
advantage of key override.

With key override!

(KA or KD)

SC Cam Lock ECP with
Key Override KA

BL1706SCECPKA

MGPRO Cam Lock ECP
with Key Override KA

BL1706MGPROECPKA

SC Cam Lock ECP with
Key Override KD

BL1706SCECPKD

MGPRO Cam Lock ECP
with Key Override KD

BL1706MGPROECPKD

Also Available: BLS101SC SC Code Change Cover Plate     |     BLS101MGPRO MGPRO Code Change Cover Plate

supplied
keys 2

LED Key Garages
Key Garages are almost always installed in poorly lit areas and 
mainly accessed at night. So instead of fumbling with torches 
or phones to dial the code use the new ABUS Key Garages 
with LED illuminate dials. Easy to read in low light conditions, 
better visibility and great for people with glasses.

Features:

• Slide the dust cover up and the LEDs light up 30 seconds
• Auto shut off
• 2 models available KG787LEDC (W/Mount)  

and KG797LEDC (P/Lock type)
• Battery life approx 2 years (depending on usage)
• Suitable for internal or sheltered covered  

area applications
• Battery replaceable with standard CR2032 coin cell
• Solid metal housing
• Locking cover made from zinc die-cast
• 4-digit individually resettable code
• Supplied display pack

NEW

KG797LEDC
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NON
Handed

easy to
install

Suitable
internal use



End-users want their security products to be stylish as well as functional. Recognising this, Neptune launched a chic range 
of matt black maglocks back in July 2019. Install these striking black maglocks on white doors to create an eye-catching 
contrast, or fit to black doors for a sleek minimalist look.

Neptune maglocks

280 Series:
Double Door NEML280DMB

Single Door NEML280MB

500 Series:
Double Door NEML500DMB

Single Door NEML500MB

280 Series Accessories:
L Bracket NEMLB2B

L&Z Bracket NEMLB3B

500 Series Accessories:
L Bracket NEMLB5B

L&Z Bracket NEMLB6B

MUST HAVES FROM MILESIGHT

Motorised Mini Bullet 
Network Camera

Motorised Pro Dome 
Network Camera

8 port PoE switch8 Channel NVR

MSC5364FPBMSC8172FPB
MSS0208GLMSN5008UPT

Established in 2011, Milesight is a high-tech company, specialising in design, developing and manufacture of best-in-class 
video surveillance solutions including Network Cameras, NVRs, Software and APP with superior image quality, exceptional 
flexibility and reliability for the global market.
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Also available in satin anodised aluminium



On the back 
of your Silca 
Futura Machine 
you will see 
an ethernet 
port, plug your 
ethernet cable 
into this port

Open the Info 
tab on your 
Futura Software 
tablet

You will see 
the IP Address, 
write this down

Input the IP 
address into 
your Web 
Browser 
e.g. Google 
Chrome… ITS 
THAT EASY!!! 

1.

3.

2.

4.

GREAT NEWS… 
YOUR SILCA FUTURA MACHINE CAN NOW BE 
CONNECTED TO YOUR NETWORK, SPEEDING 
UP SEARCHING TIMES AND SENDING 
INFORMATION FROM INSTACODE ALL FROM 
THE CONVENIENCE OF YOUR PC 

You can now control your Silca Futura 
Machine from your PC. 
For additional information on setting up 
Instacode, contact your Account Manager. 
Note: this procedure will work on all Silca 
Futura Machines  

NETWORKING YOUR 
SILCA FUTURA  
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HAPPY CUSTOMERS

Ross Galt Lock & Alarm The Locksmiths

Marc Mobile Locksmithing

Orestas Rimkus from Ross Galt Lock & Alarm is 
pictured here with their new Silca Futura Pro. 
The Silca Futura Pro is the latest addition to Ross 
Galts already impressive arsenal of Silca Key 
Machines. Thanks Guys
 

Erica Sinton - Owner of The Locksmiths in 
Pukekohe is very happy with her latest purchase, a 
Silca Futura Auto. 
Congratulations on your purchase Erica and thank 
you very much for your support.  
 

Marc McKenzie of Marc Mobile Locksmithing with 
his new Futura Pro key cutting machine. After many 
years with the family business, Marc McKenzie 
has started a mobile business for automotive 
Locksmithing and disc machining. As a long-term 
locksmith and motorcycle racer, this combines his 
two great passions. 

Talbot Security

Thomas Tippet, Locksmith from Talbot Security 
Group in Ashburton is stoked with their new 
Advanced Diagnostics SmartPro. When this photo 
was taken, Thomas had just programmed his first 
proximity key on his first attempt! 
Well done mate and thanks Talbot Security Group 
for your support. 

Third-Generation Family Business Since 1926



UNOCODE  F100

New design keeps your 
workshop clean

The F100 replaces the Unocode 299, and is the every-day basic yet super tough and durable 
workhorse for cutting all of your inline, automotive, residential and restricted keys to code.

SD8A4361ZB

Industrial Touchscreen Automatic shield

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Product features and pricing in this newsletter are subject to change without notice. Special promotional prices advertised here are for the month the newsletter has been published. However, some offers may commence 
on or extend beyond the promotional period. Most products have been photographed in-house and are identical to what you will receive. Information presented in this newsletter has been checked and is believed to be 
correct at the time of printing, however, errors and omissions may occur. LSC can not guarantee prices, specifications, or features of products that may change after printing.

Now available
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